Cut, Clean, Pack and Pallet

And because of the reduced lifting normally associated with harvesting methods such as “humps,” an
expanded labor role can be extended to women in
the work force.

From Field to Freeway... In One Day
The new EcoAgHarvester is a diesel powered, selfcontained track hydrostatic harvesting machine,
incorporating hydraulic technology to perform
multiple operations in all weather and in all field
conditions – ensuring a seasonal advantage for
multi-season growers.

to an impressive 50-foot wide expanse, ready to
process 14 beds at a time.
waiting pallets. Once the boxes are filled with clean,
bagged produce, the pallets are pushed to the back
of the staging area on special chain roller guides.

Built with unsurpassed quality and designed for pure
efficiency, the EcoAgHarvester is destined to become
the standard in celery harvesting.

Features & Benefits

The Harvester and crew can clean and pack three to
four thousand cartons of celery a day.

• Works in all weather, in fields wet or dry

The EcoAgHarvester Story

• Harvester front is all stainless steel for
food safety

When off-loaded to the field from a lowboy flatbed,
the EcoAgHarvester’s staging area decks are lowered
into place. The packing begins and ends here, where
flat boxes are assembled and marked and where
empty pallets await final product.

The food quality stainless steel surfaces allow the
EcoAgHarvester to deliver cleaner celery with
improved food safety, less waste, and improved packing efficiency. This versatility allows harvesting and
packaging of various product sizes, from hearts to bins,
all without the produce ever touching the ground.

• Can pack all sizes of products
• Cleaner: reduces risk of E Coli
• Safer: Reduces worker injuries, and
once this is demonstrated, the cost
of insurance
From here they are transported with an EcoAgLoader
to your trailers.
Produce travels from field to distribution center or
store without leaving the pallet, saving time and
labor costs and resulting in fresher produce.

Faster. Safer. More Profitable.
Next, the two washing and packing station extensions – with their integrated conveyor belts – fold out

The boxes of celery move on conveyor belts just
behind the washing and packing tables to the middle
of the staging area, where they are stacked on the

Fewer workers will suffer injuries because this revolutionary harvester automates much of the lifting
required in competing systems, which translates to
lower medical insurance claims and associated costs.

• End of day clean up is one hour, compared to three hours for fieldworkers using the old “Hump”
method
• No humps to push – can reduce Workers
Compensation and allow women
to do the packing
• Reduces the number of people working:
14 cutters, 14 packers, 2 box
makers, 2 loaders, 1 driver
• Lease/purchase option available

